In the minutes
following the May
ambush, with the
insurgents having
dispersed, LT Bell
radios his NCOs to
coordinate area
security. The blood
on LT Bell’s sleeve
is from Charlie
Troop’s first fatality
of the year-long
deployment, PFC
Ara Deysie.

valleys tied themselves into a tight
knot of rockfalls and low white water.
I was thinking of the day’s frustrations and how I might improve on
them in the future when I heard two
loud explosions straight ahead. It took
me a moment to change gears mentally, and by then the ambush had
kicked open like a hornet’s nest, with
my platoon in the middle.
Within seconds, what we would
count as 12 rocket-propelled grenades
(RPGs) had exploded on or around our
vehicles, and we needed to get out of
the kill zone fast. The air outside was
filling with dust, making it hard to see.
As I radioed my front truck—“Keep
going, drive faster!”—two RPGs struck
our Humvee, and I watched through
smoke-stung eyes as the .50-caliber machine gun from my turret bounced as if
in slow motion down the hood and
onto the road in front of us. At the same
time, I felt the body of my gunner collapse into the truck between me and
the driver.
We consolidated the platoon out of
contact a few hundred meters down
the riverbed and realized that in the
“fog of war” we were missing one
Humvee—and with it, one of our
squads. Unable to communicate clearly
with them, we realized they were still
in contact with the enemy. We immediately turned around and headed back
up the riverbed and into the kill zone a
second time. There we found that by
some fluke the separated squad had
turned off the road and up into the
heart of the ambush position. On that
A Humvee’s gun turret window, spiderwebbed by armor-piercing rounds,
hilltop, despite being outnumbered at
is evidence that, absent more powerful improvised explosive devices,
least three to one and fighting out of an
the enemy’s ambushes depend almost exclusively on lucky shots.
overturned and inoperable Humvee,
the squad of five men had driven off
the
enemy
with
pure
determination and firepower.
The day started with a promise of welcome sunshine,
but as the afternoon wore on, the sky became darker and
the countryside smelled of rain. We were passing a large
e had lost one man, my gunner, PFC Ara
village built up on the mountainsides—really not more
Deysie. He was Native American, a member
than a scattering of mud houses at a bottleneck where two
of the Colorado River Indian Tribes from Arizona, had turned 18 just prior to deployment
and
was
the
youngest
soldier in the entire squadron. We all
1LT Kevin Bell, a graduate of Davidson College, entered the
Army through OCS. He was assigned to Troop C, 1st found our only consolation in the words of his mother, so
Squadron, 61st Cavalry Regiment, 4th Brigade Combat Team, proud of her son, who reassured us that even as a boy of 5,
101st Airborne Division (Air Assault), just before the Deysie wanted nothing more than to be a soldier. His callbrigade's deployment to Afghanistan in March 2008. He ing in life was to serve in the Army and fight for his counserved the entire year there as Third Platoon leader and has try in war. These were heroic dreams, and he met them
bravely.
just returned to Fort Campbell, Ky.
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The scarred Humvee turret tells the
story of the two rocket-propelled
grenade rounds that hit, exploding
through the front, killing PFC
Deysie in the May ambush.

In the week immediately following
the May 2008 ambush, I pored over
the events of that day in a continual
loop through my brain, attempting to
figure out what I’d done right and
what went wrong. The purpose of the
patrol was to investigate a reported
double murder. At a weekly shura
(council) with leaders from the various
area tribes, an elder had mentioned
that two boys were killed by foreign
fighters for “helping Coalition forces.”
The trouble was that he hadn’t told us
anything else; the only specific information that might help us track down
the killers was the name of the tribal
area where the killings had occurred.

W

hen my troop—Charlie
Troop, 1st Squadron, 61st
Cavalry, 4th Brigade Combat Team, 101st Airborne
Division (Air Assault)—deployed to
Afghanistan in March 2008, we took
command of COP Wilderness in Paktya Province. At that time, there was no
information about tribal locations and
boundaries in the area, and it was one
of my early priorities to fill in these
gaps. Even so, we had only a vague
guess about where to begin our search
that particular day in May, knowing
little more than a wispy story and a
tribe’s name. We headed up that
riverbed and farther into the valley to
stop in far-flung places we’d not been
In the immediate aftermath of the May ambush, LT James Marione and the
quick reaction force from Combat Outpost (COP) Wilderness rush to the
to before. As we got higher into the
ambush site to question the Afghan on whose land the attack was staged.
mountains, we became increasingly
aware of the villagers’ fear of speaking
with us. Two were so scared that they shook visibly, like the side, he stood stooped and sad in a light blue shawl, with
wind-buffeted leaves of the apricot trees above. Some of his nephews and cousins around him. He admitted that his
them would say nothing, others merely confirmed that the sons were killed, but when I offered to help him find the
murders had occurred. Finally we found someone who killers, he dismissed the idea out of hand without even
could tell us the name of the unfortunate father and directed looking at me. Flummoxed, I tried a different tack and
spoke more obliquely about how we might help with secuus to where he lived.
I’m not sure what I was expecting, but the nature of our rity problems in the area. He was polite, but he responded
encounter with the man took me completely by surprise. with quick, short answers that would lead me nowhere. FiThat brief exchange opened my eyes to the challenges we nally, his eldest nephew broke in and told me that he was
would face in trying to make real progress in our neighbor- glad that we’d come to visit his grieving uncle, and he aphood of Afghanistan. When I met him halfway up the hill- preciated our concern for his dead cousins, but our pres-
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LT Marione and his platoon NCOs field requests from villagers asking for
extensive funding for local projects.

etly warned us of the waiting ambush, none did. I reasoned that perhaps my mistake had been in straying from doctrinally accepted counterinsurgency (COIN) practices. Maybe
I hadn’t properly absorbed the information in No End to War: Terrorism in
the Twenty-First Century by Walter
Laqueur or How Democracies Lose
Small Wars by Gil Merom—two volumes I read prior to deployment.
Did I need to reread the Army’s
COIN field manual? Could it be that I
had insulted someone at a shura or
failed to make the right kind of effort
to get to know local leaders? I knew
there was something I was missing,
but I couldn’t identify it.
It didn’t matter in the short term,
since the pace of my troop’s operations
out of COP Wilderness escalated furiously with the warmth of the summer,
and in the end these theoretical musings never had much impact on the
day-to-day mission. Keeping track of
our plan for the next day became the
normal extent of my intellectual exertion. COP Wilderness is the linchpin in
the security plan for the Khost-Gardez
(K-G) Pass, a dirt road linking the capitals of the southeastern provinces of
Khost and Paktya. NATO had committed to paving the road into a two-lane
highway, and our troop’s mission was
to secure the most dangerous section
between the foothills and the top of the
pass.

B

y summertime, we no longer
went out on missions with the
primary objective to become
acquainted with the local leaders
or
to
build relationships with the
Just a few weeks into his deployment to Afghanistan, LT Bell conducts a
tribes.
I
had
already used the early
mission brief to his platoon prior to the day’s patrol from COP Wilderness.
months to get to know every tribal
ence in the village was putting the family in danger. They leader by name, and I had spent countless hours talking with
wanted us to leave. It didn’t matter how many of the en- them in their homes over tea. I knew where their schools,
emy my platoon had killed before, or how many caches mosques and madrasas (religious schools) were, and how
we’d found and destroyed last week. These people didn’t many people attended each. As an afterthought, in late May I
feel safe, and they weren’t going to tell me anything that drew up a tribal map depicting the boundaries between all of
might put them at risk. Our fight to get the locals to let us the local subtribes of the area and where their leaders lived.
help them was like pulling teeth.
This was new work for our troop’s area of operations in the
The father of the dead boys didn’t want to talk to us, K-G Pass, but it was little more than a nice wall hanging at
even though we were the first and only ones to come out this stage of our counterinsurgency effort. We were working
and try to assist him. Worse yet, while any one of the peo- in an area that had been a tombstone of the Soviet advance
ple living within easy sight of the ambush position could into the Pashtun south, to which the rusted hulks of artillery
have walked up the riverbed to meet my patrol and qui- guns and amphibious troop carriers mutely testified.
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that shuras would never produce substantive results. It was
a running joke among the troop leadership, with the question “How’d the shura go?” answered by an exaggerated,
sarcastic “Oh, it was great, we got a lot done.” That’s not to
say that we didn’t take our mission seriously, or that we
stopped speaking with locals. Our presence made an impact even when we didn’t get the results that we desired;
our hope was that our actions would someday convince
the people that we Americans were there for good, for the
duration, for their security. Despite our frustrations, we
had to fight the good fight.
It’s a common belief among foreigners that Pashtuns are
difficult to deal with. Many times the outgoing soldiers and
other would-be advisers told me that talking with Pashtuns
is an exercise in futility. To be frank, there is a great deal of
truth to that, but it doesn’t tell the whole story. I found that
no matter how hard it was to get real cooperation out of the
Afghan people, many of the villagers we visited greeted us
s the fighting season drew to a close with the end eagerly when we arrived. Even in the rare event that we
of Ramadan and the coming of winter to the could immediately sense the dislike or even loathing in peomountains, I spent my free time thinking back ple’s eyes, the men who met us were required by the cultural
over the successes and failures of the last year. We norms prescribed in Pashtun Wali to be cordial with us as
had found and destroyed caches of all sizes and descriptions. visitors. Usually, the only indicator we could use to identify
My soldiers had killed many enemy fighters and defended our host’s genuine feelings about us was the point in the conthe local district centers from attack, and our troop’s leader- versation when he offered us tea. If the offer came early
ship had worked to undermine the influence of Haqqani’s enough, then it was a good sign. Too late, and they already
network at every available opportunity. We were always expected us to leave and were only being polite. But in every
frustrated, however, by the knowledge that the only thing case these people were courteous to a fault, and would often
standing between us and the destruction of every foreign share all kinds of local lore and gossip with us; just not the
fighter in the surrounding mountains was the intransigence kind that would lead us to the enemy, not even a hint. They
of the local villagers. The people knew where these men were especially eager to talk about what humanitarian aid or
were hiding; most of the caches and camps we found were projects we could offer them: the paved road, new schools,
within sight of large towns. They just didn’t want to tell us.
clinics, wells or sometimes solar electricity. Unfortunately,
By late summer, we had long accepted as fact the idea the poor security situation of the K-G Pass was a major hurdle for many projects that would otherwise have been perfectly viable.
Undeterred, we took what humanitarian aid we had out to different villages dozens of times. Of course, while
the people generally became friendlier
when we dropped things off, it only
made them expect more free stuff
when we arrived again. After we finished talking with them about what
the Coalition could do for them, we
would always ask, “And is there anything you can help us with? We know
there are men in the mountains south
of here that use the ambush positions
just east of here. Can you tell us where
they go at night, how many of them
there are, or when they come and go?”
At this point in the conversation, it
didn’t matter if we were speaking with
LT Marione, the platoon leader of LT Bell’s Charlie Troop sister plaa shepherd from the mountains whom
toon, which is colocated at COP Wilderness, meets with villagers
we’d never seen before or one of the
during a patrol in the Khost-Gardez Pass, a dirt road that links the
many locals whom we knew by name
capitals of the southeastern provinces of Khost and Paktya.
In years past, these mountains were Jalaluddin Haqqani’s
stomping ground. He was the most influential and hunted
terrorist leader in this part of Afghanistan during the SovietAfghan War, and today his network of fighters is the abscessed tooth that the stubborn locals won’t help us yank.
His henchmen made a primary goal of shutting down commerce and traffic through the K-G Pass. We spent the better
part of the spring, summer and fall months chasing down
his men, destroying their caches of weapons and building a
new base (named in honor of PFC Deysie) to prevent them
from accessing major ambush positions over the road. We
kept the road safe enough that the flow of goods and services through the pass never ceased. In the midst of all of
these security missions, I intuitively understood that all of
the glad-handing and networking I’d done earlier in the
year wasn’t exactly useless. It just wasn’t going to produce
the kind of useful information and results I’d hoped for.

A
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During a weekly shura (council), Charlie
Troop and COP Wilderness commander
CPT Thomas Kilbride (center) listen to
the local civilian leadership.

and had visited dozens of times—the
answer was always the same: “I don’t
know anything.” Pressing further, one
could extract an infinite series of excuses that went, in order, from “I don’t
know anything” to “I’m afraid to tell
you” to “I don’t have weapons to defend against them when they come” to
“It’s not our fault, we’re your friends;
everything is Pakistan’s fault” and so
on, ad nauseam.
The Afghans consistently lied to us, and we knew that
they knew that we knew it. Yet their lying was far less malicious than it was simply pragmatic. The Afghans of the
area are a practical people in survival mode. They didn’t
believe that it was in their best interest to help us. Not yet.
The most successful local leaders are infamous for taking
what they can get from the Americans and then, reportedly, turning around and making overtures to the Haqqani
network’s leadership for whatever they can extract from
them. The ambitious ones play both sides, while the average villager has little or no concern about who runs the
countryside—all he or she wants is to be left totally alone.
This local indifference is met by a thinly stretched Ministry of Defense. Besides the limited Afghan National
Army (ANA) and Afghan National Police (ANP), there is
no effective instrument of the government in the K-G Pass.
Despite the occasionally impressive efforts of the ANA and
ANP, the locals know that much of their strength comes
from the Americans supporting and fighting with them; in
the K-G Pass, that meant Charlie Troop. With the single exception of the Ministry of Defense, the other federal government ministries might as well not exist to the shepherds
and farmers who live in the pass. Tribalism is alive and
well in these mountains and makes it very difficult to improve the problems in governance. Locals see the government as a far-off and nebulous source of various resources.
Time after time, government representatives whom we escorted to shuras tried to attach security-based conditions to
Coalition projects or work, and the Afghan elders would
enthusiastically endorse these initiatives in public. Never
once, however, did I see any of the tribal leaders follow
through on their promises to participate.
In short, it was nearly impossible to get the locals to lift a
finger in their own interest. That was why the father of the
two murdered boys had told me nothing, even though he
surely knew the number and names of the killers, even
where they had gone to sleep that night. That was why the
shura members with whom I met on a weekly basis were
perfectly willing to invite me up into their homes and
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would talk for hours over green tea. But the moment that I
would press them for serious help, they would refuse to put
themselves in the dangerous position of informant/snitch.
They could see the good work that we were doing in the
K-G Pass as we fought to keep it clear of the Taliban enemy,
and they expressed appreciation for our idealism and good
manners, but they also saw no real incentive to help—only
danger to themselves, their families and their tribes.

T

here may be no quantifiable threshold at which the
attitude of the locals will change, but there will
come a tipping point in the war when local schools
are no longer being shot up and torched, their teachers are no longer being threatened, and the people who
come to give information to Coalition patrols can sleep
safely in their homes. On that day, the close relationships
that we American soldiers have been building with local
leaders will be vital. With real local participation, projects
will be easier to fund and much easier to build safely. By
then, the K-G Pass will have been paved and commerce will
start making a major positive impact on the quality of life
for these people. Of course, a greater government presence
would also go a long way towards helping the various
tribes of the area to enter their own community as Afghans.
I’m not an idealist who believes that there will be no
more fighting; those illusions were shattered long ago. But
once we cement our hold on the area’s security, operations
in COP Wilderness will significantly change. This year, getting cooperation from people was a terrific struggle; I’d expect less complaint from a mouth unnumbed by novocaine
as the dentist’s pliers made a final approach. Coalition soldiers are going to have to shoulder the heavy price of
blood, sweat and tears that must be paid to make the area
secure. The hardest fight we face in the struggle over the
K-G Pass is getting the local people to genuinely commit to
their country’s success. When we conquer the uncertainty
and indifference of these tribes, the enemy will have nowhere else to hide. Then the fight won’t be so much like
pulling teeth.
✭

